Contrary to Coyne's assertions, I never argue that genetics has a minor role in evolution, nor do I suggest that the evolutionary embrace of Gregor Mendel was misguided. On the contrary, in my book I repeatedly discuss the role of genes in normal and anomalous development and the capacity of genetic mutations to produce oddities.
But genes are only part of the answer. And so my argument in Freaks of Nature is that we need a more balanced approach. Throughout the book, I invoke the concept of interchangeability to explain, for example, how sex chromosomes or incubation temperature (or even both) can trigger in various species the developmental cascade of events that produce male and female.
In other words, development is a process comprising genetic and non-genetic factors, and evolution has shaped the entire systemnot just the genes -to produce the diversity of life forms we see around us. From this perspective, development must have a crucial role in mediating the transmission of form and behaviour from one generation to the next. Patten says that his definition of subspecies is not arbitrary, "as there are clear ways of describing a subspecies objectively". Yet there are no objective ways to describe species, let alone subspecies.
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The species-concept debate is a result of many claiming to have found the 'objective' way to describe a species. So far, this has led to more than 25 species concepts. Patten's definition may therefore represent another addition to the already growing number of 'subspecies concepts'. The fully electric car is five times more efficient than the hydrocarbon-guzzling alternative (D. J. C. MacKay Sustainable Energy -Without the Hot Air UIT Cambridge, 2008), which takes some of the sting from batteries' lower energy density. And the energy density Trueb quotes for petrol makes no allowance for the mass of the internal-combustion engine: replacing this half-tonne lump with its weight in batteries allows electrification without sacrificing performance. For example, a range of 350 kilometres and acceleration of 0-96 kilometres per hour in less than 4 seconds is obtainable today in commercially available all-electric vehicles for which the price tag, although high, is affordable.
If biofuels are to be the alternative, we will have to sacrifice more than 10% of the world's agricultural land to powering the world's cars, or greatly increase our production of suitable 'waste'. Even then, using bio-hydrocarbons to generate electricity in power stations is roughly twice as efficient as burning them in combustion engines.
The electrification of transport is crucial if we are to break our addiction to fossil fuels. Unlike biofuels, electricity production can be scaled up to keep pace with increased car usage. Electric cars are the only long-term solution to comfortable personal transportation.
